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Abstract
Many Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) has been proposed in the current decade. To evaluate the effectiveness of the IDS Canadian
Institute of Cybersecurity presented a state of art dataset named CICIDS2017, consisting of latest threats and features. The dataset draws
attention of many researchers as it represents threats which were not addressed by the older datasets. While undertaking an e xperimental
research on CICIDS2017, it has been found that the dataset has few major shortcomings. These issues are sufficient enough to biased the
detection engine of any typical IDS. This paper explores the detailed characteristics of CICIDS2017 dataset and outlines issues inherent
to it.Finally, it also presents a combined dataset by eliminating such issues for better classification and detection of any future intrusion
detection engine.
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1. Introduction
The current advances in the field of information and communication technology worldwide, poses a great challenge for network
engineers. A big challengefor today’s network engineers and researchers is the identification of malevolent activities in a host,
which eventually propagate to the other hosts over a network. An
untrusty program which forcefully take part in this event of disaster and is popularly called intrusion. The factual meaning of intrusion is illegal access to the system, or the network resources[1,2,3,4,5]. The Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) play a
vital role in minimizing such kind of activities. Most of the IDSs
are either follow anomaly detection or misuse detection mechanism. Misuse detection mechanism are quite popular in industries
for designing effective commercial IDS whereas anomaly detections are limited to academics for research and developments[6].
But overall an IDS needs existing information to detect future
attacks. That is the reason IDSs used to be trained on an effective
dataset.
Many intrusion detection models have already been proposed by
researchers claiming an accuracy of 98%+ with very limited false
alarm below 1%. This high rate of accuracy attracted researchers
and industry to invest money and effort to deliver effective products for the users. But, only few models are actually accepted by
the industries to develop a real-world IDS. To find the reason
regarding this, we minutely observe recent IDS models, training
and testing datasets and algorithms used to generate samples from
such datasets. During our research, we found that a very recent
dataset named CICIDS2017[7] provided by Canadian Institute of
Cybersecurity contains most update attack scenarios. This state of
art dataset not only contains uptodate network attacks but also
fulfils all the criteria of real-world attacks. While exploring the
characteristics of this dataset we found few shortcomings. One of

the shortcomings and quite visible is that the dataset is huge and
spanned over eight files as five days traffic information of Canadian Institute of Cybersecurity. A single dataset would be feasible
for designing an IDS. Further, the dataset contains many redundant records which seems to be irreverent for training any IDS.
Though, the dataset contains recent attack scenario but at the same
time we also found the dataset is high class imbalance[8,9] in
nature. A class imbalance dataset may mislead the classifier and
biased towards the majority class[10,11]. We also tried to resolve
these shortcomings and presented a subset of CICIDS2017 dataset
to the research community for designing and testing of their detection models.
The contribution of this paper is –
(a) Identifies and provides effective solutions to the shortcoming of CICIDS2017 dataset.
(b) Relabeling CICIDS2017 dataset to reduce high class
imbalance problem.
The rest of this paper is asfollow. Section 2 shows the detailed
description and characteristics of the dataset of subject concern;
Section 3 outlines shortcomings and Section 4 provides solution to
those shortcomings of CICIDS2017 dataset followed by conclusion at Section 5.

2. Descriptions of CICIDS2017 dataset
Since the inception of CICIDS2017 dataset the dataset started
attracting researchers for analysis and developments of new models and algorithms[12,13,14]. According to the author[7] of CICIDS2017, the dataset spanned over eight different files containing five days normal and attacks traffic data of Canadian Institute
of Cybersecurity. A short description of all those files are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1: Description of files containing CICIDS2017 dataset
Day
Name of Files
Attacks Found
Activity
MondayMonday
Benign (Normal
WorkingHours.pcap_ISCX.csv
human activities)
TuesdayTuesday
Benign,
WorkingHours.pcap_ISCX.csv
FTP-Patator,
SSH-Patator
WednesdayWednesday
Benign,
workingHours.pcap_ISCX.csv
DoS GoldenEye,
DoS Hulk,
DoS Slowhttptest,
DoS slowloris,
Heartbleed
Thursday-WorkingHoursThursday
Benign,
Morning-WebAttacks.pcap_
Web Attack – Brute
ISCX.csv
Force,
Web Attack – Sql
Injection,
Web Attack – XSS
Thursday-WorkingHoursThursday
Benign,
Afternoon-Infilteration.pcap_
Infiltration
ISCX.csv
Friday-WorkingHoursFriday
Benign,
Morning.pcap_ISCX.csv
Bot
Friday-WorkingHours-AfternoonFriday
Benign,
PortScan.pcap_ISCX.csv
PortScan
Friday-WorkingHours-AfternoonFriday
Benign,
DDos.pcap_ISCX.csv
DDoS

It can be seen from Table 1 that the dataset contains attack information as five days traffic data. Thursday working hour afternoon
and Friday data are well suited for binary classification. Similarly,
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday morning data are best for
designing multiclass detection model. However, it should be noted
that a best detection model should be able to detect attacks of any
type. Therefore, to design such a typical IDS, the traffic data of all
the day should be merged together to form a single dataset to be
used by IDS. This is exactly we followed to merge these files.
By merging the files presented in Table 1, we found the whole
shape of a dataset that contains 3119345 instances and 83 features
containing 15 class labels (1 normal + 14 attack labels). Further,
examining the instances of the combined files, it has ben found
that the dataset contains 288602 instances having missing class
label and 203 instances having missing information. By removing
such missing instances, we found a combined dataset of CICIDS2017 having 2830540 instances. At this moment we queried
for any possible redundant instances. Surprisingly, no redundant
instances were found. The characteristics of combined dataset and
the detailed class wise occurrence has been presented in Table 2
and Table 3 respectively.
Table 2: Overall characteristics of CICIDS2017 dataset
Dataset Name
CICIDS2018
Dataset Type
Multi class
Year of release
2017
Total number of distinct instances
2830540
Number of features
83
Number of distinct classes
15
Table 3: Class wise instance occurrence of CICIDs2017 dataset
Class Labels
Number of instances
BENIGN
2359087
DoS Hulk
231072
PortScan
158930
DDoS
41835
DoS GoldenEye
10293
FTP-Patator
7938
SSH-Patator
5897
DoS slowloris
5796
DoS Slowhttptest
5499
Bot
1966
Web Attack – Brute Force
1507
Web Attack – XSS
652

Infiltration
Web Attack – Sql Injection
Heartbleed

36
21
11

Another interesting point that we observed that the dataset fulfills
all the criteria[7,15] of a true intrusion detection dataset such as
complete network configuration, complete traffic, labelled dataset,
complete interaction, complete capture, available protocols, attack
diversity, heterogeneity, feature set and meta data.

3. Shortcomings of CICIDS2017
We observed earlier that CICIDS2017 dataset contains few shortcomings and the aim of this paper is to address those shortcomings
for better understanding of the future researchers –

4.1. Scattered Presence
We have seen in table 1 that the data of CICIDS2017 dataset is
present scatter across eight files. Processing individual files are a
tedious task. Therefore, we combined those files to form a single
file that contains a total of 3119345 instances of all the files.

4.2. Huge Volume of Data
After combining all the files, we noticed that the combined dataset
contains data of all the possible recent attack labels at one place.
But, at the same time the size of a combined dataset becomes
huge. This huge volume of data itself becomes a shortcoming. The
shortcoming is that it consumes more overhead for loading and
processing.

4.3. Missing Values
We also observed that the combined CICIDS2017 dataset contains
288602 instances having missing class label and 203 instances
having missing information. These unwanted instances have been
removed to form a dataset that contains unique 2830540 instances.

4.4. High class imbalance
High class imbalance[8,9,16] is a situation in a dataset where if
the dataset is used for training of a classifier or detector, in such a
case the detector biased towards the majority class[9,10]. As a
result, the detector shows lower accuracy with higher false alarm.
In the case of CICIDS2017, the dataset is also prone to high class
imbalance. The class imbalance ratio has been presented in Table
4 and its impact can be visualize in Figure 1.

Sl
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Table 4: Class prevalence ratio of CICIDS2017 dataset
% of prevaNumber
% of prevaNormal /
lence w.r.t.
of inlence w.r.t. the
Attack Labels
the total
stances
majority class
instances
BENIGN
2359087
1
83.34406
Bot
1966
0.000833
0.06946
DDoS
41835
0.017734
1.47799
DoS GoldenEye
10293
0.004363
0.36364
DoS Hulk
231072
0.09795
8.16353
DoS Slow5499
0.002331
0.19427
httptest
DoS slowloris
5796
0.002457
0.20477
FTP-Patator
7938
0.003365
0.28044
Heartbleed
11
0.000005
0.00039
Infiltration
36
0.000015
0.00127
PortScan
158930
0.067369
5.61483
SSH-Patator
5897
0.0025
0.20833
Web Attack –
1507
0.000639
0.05324
Brute Force
Web Attack –
21
0.000009
0.00074
Sql Injection
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0

Table 5: Characteristics of new attack labels with their prevalence

2
3

Number of instances

Fig. 1:Graphical representation of majority and minor class prevalence of
CICIDS2017 dataset

4. Our Solutions
In this section we handled the shortcomings presented in Section
4. The problem of scattered presence has been handled by combining various data files if CICIDS2017. Further, the missing values
has also been removed. Though, huge volume of data is a shortcoming for a dataset but at the same time it is inherent to any typical dataset that contains typical information. This shortcoming of
high volume can be overcome by sampling the dataset before actual detection process starts. However, it is strongly advised that
before sampling the class imbalance problem must be addressed
before hand. If the dataset will be balanced the probability of occurrence of instances of all class label will be increased.
There are many ways to handle class imbalance problem of a dataset[8,11,17,18]. One of the major ways to resolve class imbalance issue is relabeling of classes. Relabeling of classes includes
splitting of majority classes to form more classes or merging of
few minority classes to form a class; thus; improving prevalence
ratio and reducing class imbalance issue. In the case of CICIDS2017 it is very difficulty to split majority classes to form
discrete classes equivalent to minority classes. It is because, the
difference in prevalence is 83.34367%, which seems to be too
high. Therefore, we have decided to merge few minority classes to
form new attack classes.
To form new classes, we merge few minority attack classes having
similar characteristics and behavior. The new label information
can be found at [19,20]. After merging similar classes, the class
the prevalence ratio of various attack labels seems to be improved.
The dataset characteristics after merging of similar data labels has
been presented in Table 5.

Dos/DDos
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Infiltration
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7

Web Attack
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2359087

100

83.34

Bot
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0.083
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13835
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0.48

294506
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36
158930
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6.74

0.001
5.61
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It can be seen from Table 5 is that, the new labels of the dataset
improve prevalence of all attack labels significantly; thus, reducing the class imbalance rate.
[CATEGORY
NAME], [VALUE]
(83.34%)

2500000
2000000
Instances 

It can be seen from the table that the prevalence of majority class
(Benign) is 83.34% where as for the minority class is 0.00039%
(Heartbleed). In such a huge difference of prevalence rate a potential detector may tilt towards benign. The situation becomes worst
when a detector is based on a sample of this dataset. It is because,
when a random sample on this dataset is ascertained for training
and testing of a detector there is a great possibility that instances
of a particular attack label such as “Heartbleed” or “Web Attack –
Sql Injection” may not found in training set. As a result, the detector will fail to detect such attack when an instance of type such
attack arrives. This is a major drawback that we have noticed in
CICIDS2017 dataset.
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Fig. 2: Graphical representation of majority and minor class prevalence of
CICIDS2017 dataset with respect to new attack labels

The same reduction of class imbalance rate can also be visualized
in figure 2. The imbalance ratio of the minor class has been improved from 0.00039% to 0.001%.

5. Conclusion
In this research article we have considered a most recent dataset
CICIDS2017 for detailed analysis keeping in view its increasing
demand in the research community. Various shortcomings of the
dataset have been studied and outlined. Solutions to counter such
issues has also been provided. We tried to solve such issues
through experiment. We also relabel the dataset with the labelling
information provided by Canadian Institute of Cybersecurity.
Moreover, we have also seen a major issue of class imbalance has
been reduced by such class relabeling.
As a future work the dataset can be class wise resampled to generate two or more training and testing samples set separately to be
used by research community.
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